
 

 
 
 
In 1997 Test Drive returned with the fourth in the series.  Having ventured 
into polygon’s for the third game, the TD4 also made a distinct change in 
direction—instead of home computers, TD4 was released (initially) for a 
console, the Playstation and by new developers Pitbull Syndicate.   
 
The new game set the standard for the modern TD game and boy was it 
refreshing.  It had immense competition at the time on Playstation with V-
Rally, Formula One and even TOCA; and still this game made an impact. At 
least on some.     
 
TD4 kept the key to success of the first two games—an arcade game with 
some simulation-like physics and features.  At first it didn’t appear to be 
either original or interesting.  But after a short while you soon realise that 
taking a Plymouth Hemi-Cuda through the streets of San Francisco and 
down them big hills is an experience you can’t afford to miss.  In a game 
where ‘big-physics’ was invented them hills of Edinburgh and Cisco, really 
meant this was money well spent.   
 
With ‘big’ physics, street racing, police, classic muscle cars and modern 
supercharged beauties it was a great game.  Banging, up-to-date licensed 
music throbbing in your ear along with a throaty v8 really capped it off.  
It’s not about high quality physics, brainy AI and a garage of 1,000’s of 
cars.  No, this was about traffic, hills, police and crazy retro cars.   It’s true 
to say that Pitbull properly reinvented TD and made a great game. Some 
loved it, some loathed it.  No one could dispute the appeal though. 
 
Two further Playstation games came (each also making it to the PC).   
 
TD number seven came for Playstation 2 and X-Box in 2002.  The formula 
changed very little, but for a die-hard fan of the series it was a worthy pur-
chase.  The problem is that there are a variety of other games offering 
‘drive through traffic’ and since games these days often have hundreds of 
cars, the muscle cars are making it into other games so it’s Unique selling 
point has diminished; Still, this period of TD was magical. 
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Pitbull Syndicate 

Pitbull is a British developer based in Newcastle.  They developed TD4 
onwards.  Following success at Reflections with Destruction Derby 1+2, 
the lead programmer along with another programmer decided to form 
their own development studio.  Pitbull was founded in early 1997 by pro-
grammers Michael Troughton & Chris Kirby along with artist David Taylor.  
They employed five further staff, including Ian Copeland another ex-
Reflections chap.   It later became a Limited company and also calls itself 
PSL.  In recent years John Blackburne is credited as lead programmer for 
the PS2 TD7 game. 
 

Electronic Arts 
EA distributed TD-TD5.  Founded way back in 1982, by 1986 they were the 
number one developer and publisher in the US.   
 
Famous for creating the 1994 3D0 version of ‘Need for Speed’.  They also 
crafted the first ever Ferrari licensed game in July 1988 (their first foray 
into what became their staple cash cow) and released the first polygon F1 
game on home gaming machines — 1990’s Indianapolis 500 for Amiga.   
Having bought Bullfrog and Origin Systems, they are now known as EA. 

Infogrames 
Infogrames...created by Bruno Bonnell and Christophe Sapet in June 
1983.  The French giant publisher purchased Accolade (and TD rights) in 
1999, and published/distributed TD6.  They publish a significant number 
of racing games.  They purchased GT Interactive (and the rights to ’Driver’) 
in June 1999 which signalled the start of a lot of expansion by acquisition 
(Ocean+Gremlin included) leading to… 
 

Atari 
Lifting off in 1972, Atari was sold in 1976 to Time Warner who made the 
brand massive in the seventies.  They suffered and died in 1983 reporting 
a $586m loss.  In 1983 Jack Tramiel, ex-commodore exec bought Atari.  In 
1996 (Valentines day), it was all over again for this failed resurrection 
attempt and Atari was sold to JTS Corporation (a disc drive manufacturer).  
JTS sold the rights to Hasbro interactive in 1998 and Infogrames bought 
Hasbro in 2001.   In 2002 Infogrames released TD7 under the Atari brand. 
Atari continue to suffer massive debits even in 2007 however it was other 
racing games which were sold off—V Rally and Driver. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TEST DRIVE VARIETY 
 

There have been other TD titles.  TD2 had an expansion pack for new cars.  TD3 
had an expansion pack for cars and tracks.   Test Drive: 4x4 (and it’s follow up 
‘Wide open’) was a late 90’s off-road game but met poor critical acclaim.  Game-
boy colour received a test drive game in 2001. 
 
In America, Infogrames badge V-Rally and Le-Man’s games under the Test Drive 
header (ie Test Drive:V-rally).   
 
TD7 was released in North America first.  Why?  Probably because it now sells 
better there and possibly to beat the next NFS game to market. 

TRIVIA 
Slade Anderson, the game producer from Accolade says: “We rented a Dodge 
Viper for a day and for the sake of reality in the game, I had to take it up over 
100 mph a few times and fry the tyres, but I didn't enjoy it at all.” Right. 
 
He added: “I've owned some pretty hot muscle cars in the past so I was able 
to give the programmers some pointers on how they should react, and after 
riding with Mike Troughton, the lead programmer, and Richard Beston, the 
managing director and lead artist, I can tell you these guys know what a car 
feels like at high speeds (that’s the only way they drive!).” 

Screens: Test Drive 4 on Playstation 

Pitbull Syndicate 
Pitbull is a British developer based in Newcastle.  They developed 
TD4 onwards.  Following success at Reflections with Destruction 
Derby 1+2, the lead programmer along with another programmer 
decided to form their own development studio.  Pitbull was 
founded in early 1997 by programmers Michael Troughton & Chris 
Kirby along with artist David Taylor.  They employed five further 
staff, including Ian Copeland another ex-Reflections chap.   It later 
became a Limited company and also calls itself PSL.  In recent 
years John Blackburne is credited as lead programmer for the PS2 
TD7 game. 
 

Electronic Arts 
EA distributed TD4-TD5.  Read a little about their early efforts on 
the first Test Drive page. 
 

Accolade 
Read about how Accolade came to be and how the name was cho-
sen on the earlier Test Drive page.  
 

Infogrames 
Infogrames...created by Bruno Bonnell and Christophe Sapet in 
June 1983.  The French giant publisher purchased Accolade (and 
TD rights) in 1999, and published/distributed TD6.  They publish a 
significant number of racing games.  They purchased GT Interactive 
(and the rights to ’Driver’) in June 1999 which signalled the start of 
a lot of expansion by acquisition (Ocean+Gremlin included) leading 
to… 
 

Atari 
Lifting off in 1972, Atari was sold in 1976 to Time Warner who 
made the brand massive in the seventies.  They suffered and died 
in 1983 reporting a $586m loss.  In 1983 Jack Tramiel, ex-
commodore exec bought Atari.  In 1996 (Valentines day), it was all 
over again for this failed resurrection attempt and Atari was sold to 
JTS Corporation (a disc drive manufacturer).  JTS sold the rights to 
Hasbro interactive in 1998 and Infogrames bought Hasbro in 2001 
and used Atari as a brand name.   In 2002 Infogrames released 
TD7 under the Atari brand. Atari continue to suffer massive debits 
even in 2007 however to raise cash it was V-Rally and Driver which 
were sold to raise money—and Test Drive Unlimited (TD 8) was 
released to the Xbox360 and later onto PC and PS2. 


